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Does it have anything 
to do with flavor physics ?



Does it have anything 
to do with flavor physics ?

Yes, it can !
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750 GeV diphoton 
excess at the LHC



Diphoton excess at 750 GeV�

Both ATLAS and CMS observed bump 
on diphton invariant mass distribution�

(Local significance)�

3.6 σ : ATLAS 
2.6 σ : CMS�

ATLAS-CONF-2015-081, CMS-PAS-EXO-15-004�

1. Introduction�
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Results
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2878 events (mγγ > 200 GeV)

SPIN-0 ANALYSIS SPIN-2 ANALYSIS

5066 events (mγγ > 200 GeV)

background-only fit background-only fit
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•  Largest deviation from B-only hypothesis
"  mX ~ 750 GeV, ΓX ~ 45 GeV (6%)

"  Local Z = 3.9 σ
"  Global Z = 2.0 σ

•  mX = [200 GeV - 2 TeV]
•  ΓX/mX = [1% - 10%]

•  Largest deviation from B-only hypothesis
"  mG ~ 750 GeV, κ/MPl  ~ 0.2 (ΓG ~ 6% mG) 

"  Local Z = 3.6 σ
"  Global Z = 1.8 σ

•  mX = [500 GeV – 3.5 TeV]
•  κ/MPl = [0.01 – 0.3]

SPIN-0 ANALYSIS SPIN-2 ANALYSIS



Summary
•  Search for new resonances decaying to diphotons performed with 3.2 fb-1 13 

TeV data, with two analyses targeting “spin-0” and “spin-2” scenarios

•  Most of the γγ spectrum consistent with B-only hypothesis

•  Largest deviation from background-only hypothesis observed in broad region 
around 750 GeV, with global significance 2.0 (1.8) σ for the spin-0 (spin-2) 
analysis

•  Numerous cross-checks of events with masses ~ 750 GeV performed

•  8 TeV data re-analyzed using latest Run1 calibration, compatibility with 13 
TeV results assessed
"  Scalar 1.2 σ (gg) – 2.1 σ (qq) 

"  Graviton 2.7 σ (gg) – 3.3 σ (qq) 

•  More data needed to verify excess origin: looking forward to 2016 LHC run!

Marco Delmastro Diphoton searches in ATLAS 17



17/03/2016 High mass diphoton resonances at CMS - P. Musella (ETH) 27

Upper limits (normalized to 13TeV x-sec)Upper limits (normalized to 13TeV x-sec)

Compared to single analyses, sensitivity improved by 20-40%.

S
p
in

 0

G/m = 1.4x10-4 G/m = 1.4x10-2 G/m = 5.6x10-2

Switch between 8TeV analyses
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p-valuesp-values

Largest excess observed at m
X 
= 750GeV and for narrow width.

Local signi5cance: 3.4s

Taking into account mass range 500-3500GeV (and all signal hypotheses),

“global” signi5cance becomes 1.6s

Spin-0 Spin-2
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Consistency between 8 and 13TeV datasetsConsistency between 8 and 13TeV datasets

Evaluated through likelihood scan vs equivalent 13TeV cross-section 
at m

X
 = 750GeV under both spin (narrow-width) hypotheses.

Compatible results observed in both datasets.

Spin-0

Spin-2
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SummarySummary
Showed an update on searches for diphoton resonances
in the mass range above 500GeV at 8 and 13TeV.

Used simple and robust analysis strategy.

Used improved detector calibration and
analyzed dataset recorded at 0T.

Compared to previous results, 13TeV analysis 
improved sensitivity by more than 20%.

Results interpreted in terms of scalar 
resonances and RS gravitons production 
of diRerent widths.

Observation generally consistent with 
SM expectations.

Modest excess of events observed at 
m

X
 = 750(760)GeV for the 8+13TeV(13TeV) 

dataset.

Local signi5cance is 3.4(2.9)s, reduced to 1.6(<1)s after accounting 
for look-elsewhere-eRect. 



Properties of the diphoton excess�

v Cross section�

σ (pp→ S)BR(S→ γγ ) ≈ 3−10 fb   �

v Width�

Best fit value by ATLAS : Γ~45 GeV 

ü Narrow width is also possible�

v Diphoton signal → interpret as a resonance: spin-0 or 2 �

v Absence of 750 GeV resonance with other decay modes�

BRs are constrained �

² We consider a scalar boson in this talk�

1. Introduction�



Properties of the diphoton excess�

v Absence of 750 GeV resonance with other decay modes�

BRs are constrained �

From Table 1 of arXiv:1512.04933 (Franceschini et. al.)�

r =σ13TeV /σ 8TeV

Γ /M ≈ 0.06

1. Introduction�



One scenario: gluon fusion + diphoton decay via loop �

Production: gluon fusion� Diphoton decay channel�

g�

g�

γ�

γ�
Colored particle�

Charged particle�

1. Introduction�

It is not easy to get σ(gg→ΦNew)BR(ΦNew→γγ)~5 fb�

Ex) Two Higgs doublet Model (Type-II)�

σ(gg→H)~850 fb × cot2β� 

BR(H→γγ)~O(10-5) 

σ(gg→A)~850 fb × 2cot2β� 

BR(A→γγ)~O(10-5) 

We need exotic colored and/or charged particles�
Let us discuss simple case of (SM) singlet scalar boson + exotic particles �

(Angelescu, Djouadi, Moreau arxiv:1512.0492)�



Basic Questions
• Raison d’être of (fundamental?) singlet scalar and 

vector-like fermions ? Completely singlet particles ??? 

• Uncomfortable to have a completely singlet 

• Two Options : Another new Higgs boson related with  

- New spontaneously broken gauge symmetry, or  

- Composite (pseudo)scalar (Not covered in this talk) 

• Why vector like fermions have EW scale mass ?



Answers
• New chiral U(1)’ symmetry broken by new singlet scalar (Higgs) 

• 750 GeV excess ~ U(1)’ breaking scalar (could be even dark Higgs) 

• Vectorlike fermions : chiral under new U(1)’ , anomaly cancellation, 
and get massive by new Higgs mechanism ~ EW scale mass 

• Can we generate phi(750) decay width ~ 45 GeV without any 
conflict with the known constraints ? 

• Yes, if phi(750) mainly decays into new particles  

• Many examples : (i) Leptophobic U(1)’ with fermions in the 
fundamental representation of E6, (ii) anther similar 2HDM + singlet 
model (iii) Dark  U(1)’ plus dark sector, Dark Higgs decay into a pair 
of Z’ (see also Bhaskar Dutta et al based on SU(6) GUT)



My own related works
• arXiv:1512.07853, “A Higgcision study on the 750 GeV Di-photon Resonance and 125 

GeV SM Higgs boson with the Higgs-Singlet Mixing”, with Kingman Cheung, Jae Sik 
Lee, Po-Yan Tseng 

• arXiv:1601.00586, “Diphoton Excess at 750 GeV in leptophobic U(1)’ model inspired 
by E6 GUT”, with Yuji Omura, Chaehyun Yu; And another in preparation 

• arXiv:1601.02490, “Dark sector shining through 750 GeV dark Higgs boson at the 
LHC”, with Takaaki Nomura 

• arXiv:1602.07214, “Confronting a New Three-loop Seesaw Model with the 750 GeV 
Diphoton Excess”, with Takaaki Nomura, Hiroshi Okada, Yuta Orikasa 

• arXiv:1602.08816, “ADMonium: Asymmetric Dark Matter Bound State”, with Xiao-Jun 
Bi, Zhaofeng Kang, Jinmian Li, Tianjun Li 

• arXiv:1603.08802, “750 GeV diphoton excess as a composite (pseudo)scalar boson 
from new strong interaction” with Chaehyun Yu and T.C. Yuan, composite models 

And a few more in preparation

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Bi%2C%20Xiao-Jun?recid=1424794&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Kang%2C%20Zhaofeng?recid=1424794&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Li%2C%20Jinmian?recid=1424794&ln=en
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Li%2C%20Tianjun?recid=1424794&ln=en
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Before 750 GeV diphoton,
Only Higgs (~SM) and Nothing 

Else So Far at the LHC & 
Local Gauge Principle Works !



Building Blocks of SM

• Lorentz/Poincare Symmetry

• Local Gauge Symmetry : Gauge Group + 
Matter Representations from Experiments

• Higgs mechanism for masses of  weak 
gauge bosons and SM chiral fermions

• These principles lead to unsurpassed 
success of the SM in particle physics



Lessons from SM

• Specify local gauge sym, matter contents and 
their representations under local gauge group

• Write down all the operators upto dim-4

• Check anomaly cancellation

• Consider accidental global symmetries 

• Look for nonrenormalizable operators that 
break/conserve the accidental symmetries of 
the model



• If there are spin-1 particles, extra care 
should be paid : need an agency which 
provides mass to the spin-1 object

• Check if you can write Yukawa couplings to 
the observed fermion

• One may have to introduce additional Higgs 
doublets with new gauge interaction if you 
consider new chiral gauge symmetry (Ko, 
Omura, Yu on chiral U(1)’ model for top FB 
asymmetry & B->D(*) tau nu puzzle)

• Impose various constraints and study 
phenomenology



Flavor dependent U(1)’
• One can consider flavor dependent U(1)’, assuming 

only the 3rd generation for example feels U(1)’ 

• Such model in fact was constructed by Yuji Omura, 
Chaehyun Yu and myself in the context of Top FBA at 
the Tevatron [ Origin of nonMFV = flavor dep. U(1)’ ] 

• Can accommodate B->D(*) tau nu anomaly too 

• arXiv:1108.0350, 1108.4005, 1205.0407, 1212.4607



In the models discussed here
• Assume new chiral U(1)’ gauge symmetry under which 

the SM fermions could be charged or neutral 

• New chiral fermions (vectorlike under the SM gauge 
group) needed to cancel gauge anomalies ~ their 
masses entirely from U(1)’ breaking 

• 750 GeV diphoton excess ~ New Higgs that break U(1)’ 
spontaneously  

• One or 2 HDM depending on the SM fermions chirally 
charged under U(1)’ or not



E6 motivated leptophobic U(1)’ 
model + another example

arXiv:1601.00586 (JHEP) & in preparation 
with Yuji Omura, Chaehyun Yu



2HDM with U(1)H gauge sym

•2HDM: one of the popular extensions of the SM 
Higgs sector 

• Yukawa’s and mass matrices cannot be 
diagonalized simultaneously —> neutral Higgs 
mediated FCNC problem 

•Natural Flavor Conservation : usually in terms of 
Z2 (Glashow and Weinberg, 1977)



Natural Flavor Conservation 
(Glashow and Weinberg, 1977)

•Fermions of the same electric charge get 
their masses from the same Higgs doublet 
[Glashow and Weinberg, PRD (1977)] NFC 

•Impose a discrete Z2 sym, and assign 
different Z2 parity to H1 and H2  

•This Z2 is softly broken to avoid the 
domain wall problem



However
•The discrete Z2 seems to be rather ad 

hoc, and its origin and the reason for its 
soft breaking are not clear 

•We implement the discrete Z2 into a 
continuos local U(1) Higgs flavor sym 
under which H1 and H2 are charged 
differently [Ko, Omura, Yu PLB (2012)] 

•This simple idea opens a new window for 
the multi-Higgs doublet models, which 
was not considered before
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A Resolution of the Flavor Problem of Two Higgs Doublet Models
with an Extra U(1)H Symmetry for Higgs Flavor

P. Ko, Yuji Omura, and Chaehyun Yu
School of Physics, KIAS, Seoul 130-722, Korea

We propose to implement the Natural Flavor Conservation criterion in the two Higgs doublet model
(2HDM) to an extra U(1)H gauge symmetry for Higgs flavor, assuming two Higgs doublets carry dif-
ferent U(1)H charges. Then one can easily avoid the tree-level FCNC from neutral Higgs mediations
using local gauge symmetries, instead of softly broken ad hoc Z2 symmetry, and the pseudoscalar
boson could be eaten by extra ZH boson. Imposing the anomaly cancellation, we find that the U(1)H
in the Type-II and Type-IV 2HDMs become leptophobic and leptophilic, respectively. For the Type-
I case, U(1)H depends on two parameters, and some simple cases include U(1)H = U(1)B−L, U(1)R,
or U(1)Y . We sketch qualitative phenomenology of these models.

Introduction

The Higgs sector is the least understood part of the
standard model (SM), both theoretically and experimen-
tally. It is anticipated that the LHC will probe the SM
Higgs sector fully within coming years, and provide us
with invaluable informations about the origin of elec-
troweak (EW) symmetry breaking. Being least under-
stood, one could consider various extensions of the SM
Higgs sector. Adding one more Higgs doublet to the SM
is one of the simplest extensions of the SM, the two Higgs
doublet model (2HDM). The 2HDMs have been studied
in various contexts (see, for example, Ref. [1] for a recent
review).
Generic 2HDMs suffer from excessive flavor changing

neutral current (FCNC) mediated by neutral Higgs boson
exchanges. One way to avoid this problem is to impose
an ad hoc Z2 discrete symmetry as suggested by Glashow
and Weinberg long time ago [2], which is often called
Natural Flavor Conservation (NFC):

Z2 : (H1, H2) → (+H1,−H2).

The Yukawa sectors can be controlled by assigning suit-
able Z2 parities to the SM fermions, and the models
are often categorized into four types as shown in Ta-
ble I [3, 4]. However it is well known that discrete sym-
metry could generate a domain wall problem when it is
spontaneously broken, which is indeed the case in the
2HDM. Therefore the Z2 symmetry is assumed to be
broken softly by a dim-2 operator, H†

1H2 term. Also
the origin of such a discrete symmetry is not clear at all.

In this Letter, we propose to replace the Z2 symme-
try in 2HDM by a new U(1)H symmetry associated with
Higgs flavors, where H1 and H2 have different U(1)H
charges and thus are distinguished by new U(1)H gauge
boson ZH . The SM fermions can be either charged or
neutral under U(1)H . Then the NFC criterion suggested
by Glashow and Weinberg has its origin in the frame-
work of local gauge symmetry U(1)H for Higgs flavor.
The generic feature of our models would be that there

TABLE I: Assignment of Z2 parities to the SM fermions and
Higgs doublets.

Type H1 H2 UR DR ER NR QL, L

I + − + + + + +

II + − + − − + +

III + − + + − − +

IV + − + − + − +

should be an extra spin-1 gauge boson ZH . Its couplings
to the SM fermions are completely controlled by U(1)H
charges of the SM fermions and two Higgs fields, with
phenomenologically acceptable Yukawa interactions and
anomaly cancellation. Our models have qualitatively dif-
ferent aspects from the usual 2HDM, and thus deserve
more close study both at colliders and at low energy
flavor physics as well as in the context of electroweak
phase transition and baryogenesis. In this Letter, we
will present the definitions of the models and describe
the basic features (mostly at tree level), relegating more
detailed comprehensive analysis for future study.

Higgs sector

Let us assume that H1 and H2 carry different U(1)H
charges, h1 and h2 (with h1 ̸= h2 in order to distinguish
two of them), with gH being the U(1)H coupling. The
kinetic terms for the H1 and H2 will involve the U(1)H
couplings:

DµHi = DSM
µ Hi − igHhiZHµHi (1)

with i = 1, 2. Then the mass matrix for Z and ZH from
the kinetic terms of H1 and H2 is given by

M2 =

!
g2Zv

2 −gZgH(h1v21 + h2v22)

−gZgH(h1v21 + h2v22) g2H(h2
1v

2
1 + h2

2v
2
2)

"

,

(2)
where v2 = v21 + v22 . Note that the determinant of M2

is not zero, as long as h1 ̸= h2. If we add an addi-
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two of them), with gH being the U(1)H coupling. The
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couplings:
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µ Hi − igHhiZHµHi (1)
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!
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2 −gZgH(h1v21 + h2v22)

−gZgH(h1v21 + h2v22) g2H(h2
1v

2
1 + h2

2v
2
2)

"

,

(2)
where v2 = v21 + v22 . Note that the determinant of M2

is not zero, as long as h1 ̸= h2. If we add an addi-

2

tional U(1)H charged singlet scalar Φ (its U(1)H charge
is defined as hφ) with nonzero vacuum expectation value
(VEV) vφ, the (22) component of the (mass)2 matrix
would have an additional piece g2Hh2

Φv
2
Φ from the kinetic

term of Φ. The mass mixing must be small to avoid too
large deviation of ρ parameter from the SM prediction.
The tree-level deviation within 1σ restricts the mass and
coupling of ZH :

{h1(cos β)
2 + h2(sinβ)

2}2
g2H
g2Z

m2
Ẑ

m2
ẐH

−m2
Ẑ

! O(10−3),

(3)
where m2

Ẑ
= g2Zv

2 and m2
ẐH

= g2Hv2{h2
1(cos β)

2 +

h2
2(sinβ)

2}+ g2Hh2
φv

2
φ.

The potential of our 2HDM is given by

V (H1, H2) = m2
1H

†
1H1 +m2

2H
†
2H2 +

λ1

2
(H†

1H1)
2

+
λ2

2
(H†

2H2)
2 + λ3H

†
1H1H

†
2H2 + λ4H

†
1H2H

†
2H1. (4)

In terms of the standard notation for the 2HDM poten-
tial, our model corresponds to a special case m2

3 = λ5 =
0. Note that H†

1H2 or its square are forbidden by U(1)H
symmetry, since we have imposed h1 ̸= h2. If the model
were not gauged with the extra U(1)H , one would en-
counter the usual problem of a massless pseudoscalar A.
In our case, this massless mode is eaten by the U(1)H
gauge boson, and there is no usual problem with a mass-
less Goldstone boson. Instead the scalar boson spectrum
is different from the usual 2HDM, since there would no
pseudoscalar A in our models.
In case we include a singlet scalar Φ, let us define φ =

h1 − h2, so that H†
1H2Φ is gauge invariant. Then there

would be additional terms in the scalar potential:

∆V = m2
ΦΦ

†Φ+
λΦ

2
(Φ†Φ)2 + (µH†

1H2Φ+ h.c.)

+ µ1H
†
1H1Φ

†Φ+ µ2H
†
2H2Φ

†Φ, (5)

depending on h1, h2 and hφ. After Φ develops a VEV,
µ terms look like the m2

3 term in the conventional no-
tation. And the effective λ5 term is generated by the Φ
mediation: λ5 ∼ µ2/m2

Φ well belowmΦ scale. In any case
there is no dangerous Peccei-Quinn symmetry leading to
a massless Z0 unlike the usual 2HDM, and no need for
soft breaking of Z2 symmetry, because of extra U(1)H
gauge symmetry.
Production and decay modes of the new ZH gauge bo-

son will depend on the U(1)H charges of the SM fermions,
which will differ case by case. In the following, we im-
plement each 2HDM with NFC (Type-I, II, III, IV) to
local U(1)H gauge theories by assigning suitable U(1)H
charges to two Higgs doublets H1 and H2 and the SM
fermions, and by adding new chiral fermions for anomaly
cancellation.

Type-I 2HDM

Let us first start with the simplest case, the Type-I
2HDM, where the SM fermions can get masses only from
H1 VEV. This is possible, if (with h1 ̸= h2)

u− q−h1 = d− q+h1 = e− l+h1 = n− l−h1 = 0. (6)

There are many ways to assign U(1)H charges to the SM
fermions to achieve this scenario. The phenomenology
will depend crucially on the U(1)H charge assignments of
the SM fermions. In general, the models will be anoma-
lous, even if U(1)H charge assignments are nonchiral, so
that one has to achieve anomaly cancellation by adding
new chiral fermions to the particle spectrum.

TABLE II: Charge assignments of an anomaly-free U(1)H
in the Type-I 2HDM.

Type UR DR QL L ER NR H1

U(1)H charge u d (u+d)
2

−3(u+d)
2 −(2u+ d) −(u+ 2d) (u−d)

2

h2 ̸= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U(1)B−L 1/3 1/3 1/3 −1 −1 −1 0

U(1)R 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 1

U(1)Y 2/3 −1/3 1/6 −1/2 −1 0 1/2

For the Type-I case, one can achieve an anomaly-
free U(1)H assignment even without additional chiral
fermions as in Table II. There is one free parameter
by which the charge assignments determines the theory,
modulo the overall coupling constant gH . It is amusing
to observe that there appear an infinite number of new
models which is a generalization of the Type-I model into
Higgs flavor U(1)H models without extending the fermion
contents at all.
There are four simple and interesting anomaly-free

charge assignments without new chiral fermions, how-
ever:

• (u, d) = (0, 0): In this case, all the SM fermions are
U(1)H singlets. Then ZH is fermiophobic and Hig-
gsphilic. It would not be easy to find it at colliders
because of this nature of ZH , and h2 ̸= 0. In this
case, H±W∓ZH couplings from the Higgs kinetic
terms would be the main source of production and
discovery for ZH . The phenomenology of ZH will
be similar to the leptophobic Z ′ studied in Ref. [5].

• (u, d) = (13 ,
1
3 ): In this case, we have U(1)H =

U(1)B−L, and ZH is the (B−L) gauge boson, which
gets mass from the doublet H2 (and also by a sin-
glet Φ, if we include it). Our case is very different
from the usual (B − L) model where U(1)B−L is
broken only by the SM singlet scalar Φ. Therefore
the phenomenology would be very different. How-
ever the Yukawa sector is controlled by U(1)H and
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tional U(1)H charged singlet scalar Φ (its U(1)H charge
is defined as hφ) with nonzero vacuum expectation value
(VEV) vφ, the (22) component of the (mass)2 matrix
would have an additional piece g2Hh2

Φv
2
Φ from the kinetic

term of Φ. The mass mixing must be small to avoid too
large deviation of ρ parameter from the SM prediction.
The tree-level deviation within 1σ restricts the mass and
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In terms of the standard notation for the 2HDM poten-
tial, our model corresponds to a special case m2

3 = λ5 =
0. Note that H†

1H2 or its square are forbidden by U(1)H
symmetry, since we have imposed h1 ̸= h2. If the model
were not gauged with the extra U(1)H , one would en-
counter the usual problem of a massless pseudoscalar A.
In our case, this massless mode is eaten by the U(1)H
gauge boson, and there is no usual problem with a mass-
less Goldstone boson. Instead the scalar boson spectrum
is different from the usual 2HDM, since there would no
pseudoscalar A in our models.
In case we include a singlet scalar Φ, let us define φ =

h1 − h2, so that H†
1H2Φ is gauge invariant. Then there
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depending on h1, h2 and hφ. After Φ develops a VEV,
µ terms look like the m2

3 term in the conventional no-
tation. And the effective λ5 term is generated by the Φ
mediation: λ5 ∼ µ2/m2

Φ well belowmΦ scale. In any case
there is no dangerous Peccei-Quinn symmetry leading to
a massless Z0 unlike the usual 2HDM, and no need for
soft breaking of Z2 symmetry, because of extra U(1)H
gauge symmetry.
Production and decay modes of the new ZH gauge bo-

son will depend on the U(1)H charges of the SM fermions,
which will differ case by case. In the following, we im-
plement each 2HDM with NFC (Type-I, II, III, IV) to
local U(1)H gauge theories by assigning suitable U(1)H
charges to two Higgs doublets H1 and H2 and the SM
fermions, and by adding new chiral fermions for anomaly
cancellation.

Type-I 2HDM

Let us first start with the simplest case, the Type-I
2HDM, where the SM fermions can get masses only from
H1 VEV. This is possible, if (with h1 ̸= h2)

u− q−h1 = d− q+h1 = e− l+h1 = n− l−h1 = 0. (6)

There are many ways to assign U(1)H charges to the SM
fermions to achieve this scenario. The phenomenology
will depend crucially on the U(1)H charge assignments of
the SM fermions. In general, the models will be anoma-
lous, even if U(1)H charge assignments are nonchiral, so
that one has to achieve anomaly cancellation by adding
new chiral fermions to the particle spectrum.
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in the Type-I 2HDM.
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U(1)R 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 1

U(1)Y 2/3 −1/3 1/6 −1/2 −1 0 1/2

For the Type-I case, one can achieve an anomaly-
free U(1)H assignment even without additional chiral
fermions as in Table II. There is one free parameter
by which the charge assignments determines the theory,
modulo the overall coupling constant gH . It is amusing
to observe that there appear an infinite number of new
models which is a generalization of the Type-I model into
Higgs flavor U(1)H models without extending the fermion
contents at all.
There are four simple and interesting anomaly-free

charge assignments without new chiral fermions, how-
ever:

• (u, d) = (0, 0): In this case, all the SM fermions are
U(1)H singlets. Then ZH is fermiophobic and Hig-
gsphilic. It would not be easy to find it at colliders
because of this nature of ZH , and h2 ̸= 0. In this
case, H±W∓ZH couplings from the Higgs kinetic
terms would be the main source of production and
discovery for ZH . The phenomenology of ZH will
be similar to the leptophobic Z ′ studied in Ref. [5].

• (u, d) = (13 ,
1
3 ): In this case, we have U(1)H =

U(1)B−L, and ZH is the (B−L) gauge boson, which
gets mass from the doublet H2 (and also by a sin-
glet Φ, if we include it). Our case is very different
from the usual (B − L) model where U(1)B−L is
broken only by the SM singlet scalar Φ. Therefore
the phenomenology would be very different. How-
ever the Yukawa sector is controlled by U(1)H and

Soft Z2 breaking is replaced by spontaneous  
U(1)  Higgs gauge sym breaking
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Type-I Extensions
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Φ well belowmΦ scale. In any case
there is no dangerous Peccei-Quinn symmetry leading to
a massless Z0 unlike the usual 2HDM, and no need for
soft breaking of Z2 symmetry, because of extra U(1)H
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Production and decay modes of the new ZH gauge bo-

son will depend on the U(1)H charges of the SM fermions,
which will differ case by case. In the following, we im-
plement each 2HDM with NFC (Type-I, II, III, IV) to
local U(1)H gauge theories by assigning suitable U(1)H
charges to two Higgs doublets H1 and H2 and the SM
fermions, and by adding new chiral fermions for anomaly
cancellation.

Type-I 2HDM

Let us first start with the simplest case, the Type-I
2HDM, where the SM fermions can get masses only from
H1 VEV. This is possible, if (with h1 ̸= h2)

u− q−h1 = d− q+h1 = e− l+h1 = n− l−h1 = 0. (6)

There are many ways to assign U(1)H charges to the SM
fermions to achieve this scenario. The phenomenology
will depend crucially on the U(1)H charge assignments of
the SM fermions. In general, the models will be anoma-
lous, even if U(1)H charge assignments are nonchiral, so
that one has to achieve anomaly cancellation by adding
new chiral fermions to the particle spectrum.

TABLE II: Charge assignments of an anomaly-free U(1)H
in the Type-I 2HDM.

Type UR DR QL L ER NR H1

U(1)H charge u d (u+d)
2

−3(u+d)
2 −(2u+ d) −(u+ 2d) (u−d)

2

h2 ̸= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U(1)B−L 1/3 1/3 1/3 −1 −1 −1 0

U(1)R 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 1

U(1)Y 2/3 −1/3 1/6 −1/2 −1 0 1/2

For the Type-I case, one can achieve an anomaly-
free U(1)H assignment even without additional chiral
fermions as in Table II. There is one free parameter
by which the charge assignments determines the theory,
modulo the overall coupling constant gH . It is amusing
to observe that there appear an infinite number of new
models which is a generalization of the Type-I model into
Higgs flavor U(1)H models without extending the fermion
contents at all.
There are four simple and interesting anomaly-free

charge assignments without new chiral fermions, how-
ever:

• (u, d) = (0, 0): In this case, all the SM fermions are
U(1)H singlets. Then ZH is fermiophobic and Hig-
gsphilic. It would not be easy to find it at colliders
because of this nature of ZH , and h2 ̸= 0. In this
case, H±W∓ZH couplings from the Higgs kinetic
terms would be the main source of production and
discovery for ZH . The phenomenology of ZH will
be similar to the leptophobic Z ′ studied in Ref. [5].

• (u, d) = (13 ,
1
3 ): In this case, we have U(1)H =

U(1)B−L, and ZH is the (B−L) gauge boson, which
gets mass from the doublet H2 (and also by a sin-
glet Φ, if we include it). Our case is very different
from the usual (B − L) model where U(1)B−L is
broken only by the SM singlet scalar Φ. Therefore
the phenomenology would be very different. How-
ever the Yukawa sector is controlled by U(1)H and

Models are anomaly free 
without extra chiral fermions

See arXiv:1309.7256 for Higgs data analysis, 
arXiv:1405.2138 for DM (Ko,Omura,Yu)



Type-II 2HDM with U(1)H 
gauge symmetry

Table 1: Matter contents in U(1)′ model inspired by E6 GUTs. Here, i denotes the
generation index: i = 1, 2, 3.

Fields SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Y U(1)′ Zex
2

Qi 3 2 1/6 −1/3

ui
R 3 1 2/3 2/3

diR 3 1 −1/3 −1/3

Li 1 2 −1/2 0 +

eiR 1 1 −1 0

ni
R 1 1 0 1

H2 1 2 −1/2 0

H1 1 2 −1/2 −1 +

Φ 1 1 0 −1

Di
L 3 1 −1/3 2/3

Di
R 3 1 −1/3 −1/3
!H i
L 1 2 −1/2 0 −
!H i
R 1 2 −1/2 −1

N i
L 1 1 0 −1

symmetry with their nonzero VEVs. Note that there are two Higgs doublets in our model,
in order to realize the Yukawa couplings at the renormalizable level, and they carry the
different U(1)′ charges to evade the tree-level flavor changing neutral currents. This is an
implementation of discrete Z2 symmetry of the usual 2HDM into continuous U(1)H gauge
symmetry first proposed in Ref. [17].

From the point of view of the top-down approach, one issue may be how to realize the
U(1)′ in the low energy regime. The possibility that the leptophobic U(1)′ is generated by
kinetic mixing has been studied in Ref. [15]. Furthermore, Yukawa couplings may cause
serious problems in not only E6 but also SO(10) and SU(5) GUTs. The GUTs unify the
matter fields in the elegant ways, but the unification makes it harder to explain the realistic
fermion mass matrices. In this work, we will not touch the detail but we simply consider
the Z ′ model inspired by E6, keeping the minimal set for the anomaly-free conditions.

We have introduced a new discrete symmetry Zex
2 [18], and assigned positive parity

to the SM fermions and the negative parity to extra fermions that were introduced for
anomaly cancellation.

3
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A Type-II Extension has all 
the necessary ingredients
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implementation of discrete Z2 symmetry of the usual 2HDM into continuous U(1)H gauge
symmetry first proposed in Ref. [17].

From the point of view of the top-down approach, one issue may be how to realize the
U(1)′ in the low energy regime. The possibility that the leptophobic U(1)′ is generated by
kinetic mixing has been studied in Ref. [15]. Furthermore, Yukawa couplings may cause
serious problems in not only E6 but also SO(10) and SU(5) GUTs. The GUTs unify the
matter fields in the elegant ways, but the unification makes it harder to explain the realistic
fermion mass matrices. In this work, we will not touch the detail but we simply consider
the Z ′ model inspired by E6, keeping the minimal set for the anomaly-free conditions.

We have introduced a new discrete symmetry Zex
2 [18], and assigned positive parity

to the SM fermions and the negative parity to extra fermions that were introduced for
anomaly cancellation.
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Fermions : 27 of E6 (!!!) 
Scalar Bosons : 2 Doublets + 1 Singlet



Basic Ingredients
• New vectorlike fermions which are chiral under new 

U(1)’ : non-decoupling effects on X->gg, gam gam 

• Diphoton at 750 GeV = Higgs boson from U(1)’ sym 
breaking,  mostly a SM singlet scalar 

• All the masses from dynamical (Higgs) mechanism 

• New decay modes to enhance the total decay rate

cf:  SU(2)H by W.C.Huang, Y.L.S.Tsai,TCYuan (2015) 
and applied for 750 GeV diphoton excess



Yukawa couplings
2.4 Yukawa sector of extra fermions

The U(1)′-symmetric Yukawa couplings in our model are given by

Vy = yuiju
j
RH

†
1iσ2Q

i + ydijd
j
RH2Q

i + yeije
j
RH2L

i + ynijn
j
RH

†
1iσ2L

i +H.c., (16)

where σ2 is the Pauli matrix. The Yukawa couplings to generate the mass terms for the
extra particles are

V ex = yDijD
j
RΦD

i
L + yHij !H

j
RΦ !H

i
L + yNIJN

c
LH

†
1iσ2 !H

i
L + y′NIJ !H i

RH2N
j
L +H.c. . (17)

Let us comment on the mass spectrum derived from Vy and V ex. H1, H2 and Φ develop
nonzero VEVs, and break SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y and U(1)′ symmetries. The extra colored and
charged particles obtain heavy masses from the nonzero VEV of Φ. We also find the neu-
tral particle masses are generated by the VEVs of Higgs doublets and Φ. These massive
extra particles are Zex

2 -odd, and thus the lightest neutral fermion among them becomes
stable and could be a good cold dark matter candidate [18]. The detailed phenomenolog-
ical study of the fermionic DM ψX(which is mostly nL) scenario is presented in Ref. [18].
We note that Zex

2 might be also generated by the E6 gauge group.
On the other hand, the charged extra leptons decay to the extra neutral particles and

charged leptons, and the colored extra ones decay to the extra neutral ones and the SM
particles through the higher-dimensional operators [18]. The direct search for the extra
particles at the LHC imposes the lower bounds on their masses. Their signals are colored
or charged particles with large missing energy, so that the current lower mass bounds are
about 400−800 GeV [23–25]. However we have to keep in mind that these bounds depend
on the dark matter mass, and thus are quite model dependent.

2.5 Scalar DM

One can introduce new Zex
2 -odd scalar field X with the SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)H

quantum numbers equal to (1, 1, 0;−1). Then the gauge-invariant Lagrangian involving
X is given by

LX = DµX
†DµX − (m2

X0 + λH1XH
†
1H1 + λH2XH

†
2H2)X

†X − λX(X
†X)2

−
"
λ

′′

ΦX(Φ
†X)2 +H.c.

#
− λΦXΦ

†ΦX†X − λ
′

ΦX |Φ†X|2

−
"
yDdXdRDLX + yH̃LXL !HRX

† +H.c.
#

(18)

Generation indices are suppressed for simplicity, but should be included in actual calcu-
lation. We have imposed Zex

2 symmetry, which forbids dangerous terms such as

Φ†X ,H†
1H1Φ

†X, etc.

that would make X decay. Assuming that ⟨X⟩ = 0, X would be stable and make another
good candidate of CDM, in addition to a neutral fermion DM discussed in the previous
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125 GeV Higgs Data 
Higgs tagging channels ATLAS CMS

H → γγ 1.57+0.33
−0.28 1.13 ± 0.24

H → ZZ∗ 1.44+0.40
−0.35 1.00 ± 0.29

H → WW ∗ 1.00+0.32
−0.29 0.83 ± 0.21

H → bb 0.2+0.7
−0.6 0.93 ± 0.49

H → τ+τ− 1.09+0.36
−0.32 0.91 ± 0.27

TABLE IV. Higgs signal strength data reported at ICHEP2014
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FIG. 1. MZH
and gH in the type-II 2HDMU(1). The dot line is the upper bound on the U(1)ψ

gauge boson, and the gray region is allowed for the U(1)H (≡ U(1)b) gauge boson.

3. Constraints on the neutral (pseudo)scalar bosons

The search for the SM-like heavy Higgs boson would strongly constrains, in particular,
the heavy Higgs boson mass and its couplings. The main channels for the SM-like heavy
Higgs boson search are the H → ZZ → 4l decays in the vector boson fusion (VHF) and
vector boson associated production (VH) or in the gg fusion process (gg). We impose the
upper bound on the signal strength (µ) for a heavy Higgs boson production and decay:
µZZ
VHF+VH, µ

ZZ
gg ! 0.1 ∼ 1 for 125 GeV < mH < 1 TeV [48].

The lower bounds on the masses of extra quarks and charged leptons are set to be 1 TeV
and 800 GeV, respectively, as discussed in the previous section. Finally, there is no bound
on the mass of extra neutral leptons, Ni, where the lightest one is a candidate for CDM, X .

If mX is less than mh/2, the observed Higgs boson h can decay to 2X , which contributes
to the invisible decay of h. The bound on the invisible decay of the SM-like Higgs has been
discussed in Refs. [49, 50]. Explicitly we assume BR(h → invisibles) ≤ 0.58. We take the
mass of the extra scalars and gauge boson to be over the mass of the SM-like Higgs boson.
Thus, they do not contribute to the invisible decay of h. Furthermore, if mX is lighter than
the half of the Z-boson mass, Z can also decay to 2X . This constraint may easily be avoided
in the range mX ≥ MZ/2.
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FIG. 3. (β − α)/π vs. tan β (a) in the Type-II 2HDMs and (b) in the Type-I 2HDMs. All the

points satisfy the CMS data (µγγgg and µZZ
gg ) within 1σ level.

but it is disallowed in the Type-I 2HDMZ2
. This is because both couplings of the SM-like

Higgs boson to fermions and gauge bosons have an additional suppression factor cosα1. That
is, the rescaling factors of the SM-like Higgs boson couplings are ghff = cosα1 cosα/ sin β
and ghV V = cosα1 sin(β − α) in the Type-I 2HDMU(1)H . We note that the rescaling factors
in the Type-I 2HDMZ2

can be obtained if we set α1 = 0.
On the other hand, in the Type-II case, both signal strengths µγγgg and µZZ

gg can take their
values from 0 to ∼ 3. The SM-like Higgs coupling to the SM gauge bosons are the same as
in the Type-I case, but the Yukawa couplings are different. Note that the rescaling factor
of the Yukawa coupling to the up-type fermions is ghuu = cosα cosα1/ sin β, while that to
the down-type fermions is ghdd = − sinα cosα1/ cos β.

In the Type-I case, the allowed parameter spaces in ordinary 2HDMZ2
and 2HDMU(1)H

are rather similar. As discussed in Ref. [5], | sinα| ! 0.8 is not allowed because the coupling
ghff ∼ cosα/ sinβ is small for tanβ > 1. In this region | cos(β − α)| " 0.4 and the Yukawa
couplings have similar values as the SM Yukawa couplings.

In the Type-II 2HDMZ2
, two parameter regions are allowed. One of them is (β−α) ∼ π/2

corresponding to the SM limit line, sin(β − α) ∼ 0. The other branch corresponds to the
line sin(β + α) ∼ 0. In this branch, the Yukawa couplings of the up-type fermions are
very close to the SM Yukawa couplings, while those of the down-type fermions have the
opposite sign relative to the SM Yukawa couplings [60]. In the Type-II 2HDMU(1)H , the
intermediate region between two pink branches is also allowed. This intermediate region
contains the parameter space with sinα ∼ 0. The rescaling factor of the Yukawa couplings
of the up-type fermions is |ghuū| ∼ 1, where the opposite sign is also allowed. This is because
all the rescaling factors include an overall factor cosα1. For negative cosα1, the negative
Yukawa coupling can be achieved. The rescaling factor of the down-type fermions is allowed
in |ghdd̄| " 1. In particular, |ghdd̄| may have a very small value in some points. In the
analysis, we do not constrain the Yukawa couplings of the down-type fermions directly. If
the Yukawa couplings of the down-type fermions are well measured in the near future, the
allowed parameter spaces for ghdd̄ would strongly be constrained.

In the allowed region, both tanβ and U(1)H coupling are rather small: tan β " 15 and
gH " 0.13. There are no strict bounds on the extra scalars, i.e. mH,a,h̃ ≥ mh and mH+ ≥ 360
GeV. The mass of the U(1)H gauge boson is in the range of mZH

≥ mh and the VEV of Φ is
vφ ! 2.5 TeV. Because of the small U(1)H gauge coupling gH , the ZH boson with 100 GeV
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Qualitatively different from the ordinary Type-II 2HDM 
arXiv:1502.00262  (Ko, Omura, Yu)



750 GeV Diphoton Excess
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Figure 1: (Left): mf vs. the diphoton signal via the gluon-gluon fusion at the
LHC@13TeV. The total decay widths is fixed at Γtot = 10 GeV. (Right): y vs. the
diphoton signal for different values of the Γtot and for 500 GeV ≤ mf ≤ 1 TeV.

and f(x) is defined in Eq. (23).
In general, hΦ has interaction with the SM gauge bosons through the mixing between

hΦ and h1,2 and also through the loops involving extra fermions. Besides, hΦ can decay
to the extra particles, as well as the dark matter particles. Now, let us simply define the
extra decay width ∆Γ (GeV) and the total decay width (Γtot) of hΦ could be given by

Γtot = ∆Γ+ Γ[hΦ → gg] + Γ[hΦ → γγ] + Γ[hΦ → γZ]. (32)

The diphoton excess requires O(10)-GeV Γtot and O(10) fb diphoton signal at
√
s = 13

TeV. This means that large ∆Γ is necessary to reproduce the excess. In Fig. 1, we see the
required Yukawa coupling (y =

√
2mf/vΦ), where mf is the mass of the extra fermions,

and the diphoton signal at LHC13. In the left panel, the total decay width is fixed at 10
GeV, which can be readily achieved by allowing the invisible decay of hΦ into a pair of
DM particles (see Fig. 2 and the related discussions). In the right, Γtot = 1 GeV (pink)
and Γtot = 10 GeV (cyan) are shown, when mf is between 500 GeV and 1 TeV. Note that
we need large Yukawa coupling y ≈ 5− 10 for mf > 400 GeV in order to get the correct
size of the production cross section for pp → hΦ → γγ. Even if the total decay width is 1
GeV, we still need large Yukawa coupling, as we see in the right panel.

Now, we discuss the detail of ∆Γ. First of all, hΦ can decay into ZZ,ZZH, ZHZH ,
if there exist the mixing between Ẑ and ẐH bosons. But it will be suppressed by small
gauge coupling gH ! O(0.1) and the small Z − ZH mixing. Therefore we will ignore
hΦ → ZZ,ZZH, ZHZH .

Next, we consider the hΦ decay into two scalar bosons if kinematically allowed. The

9
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Figure 2: y vs. invisible decay width of hΦ (GeV) in the fermionic DM scenario (left)
and scalar DM scenario (right).The vector-like fermion mass is between 500 GeV and 1
TeV on the cyan and pink bands. The dark matter masses are 70 GeV in the both cases.

4 Summary

In this paper we interpret the recently reported diphoton excess at 750 GeV in terms of
a new singlet scalar boson hΦ that originates from spontaneous breaking of leptophobic
U(1)

′

embedded in E6 grand unification. A 27-dimensional fundamental representation
of E6 gauge group contains one family of SM chiral fermions, as well as 11 more chiral
fermions, some of which are vectorlike under the SM SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry.
Anomaly cancellation is automatic in this model, and exotic fermions are chiral under
U(1)

′

so that their masses arise entirely from spontaneous breaking of U(1)
′

symmetry by
the nonzero VEV of Φ. The observed diphoton excesses are attributed to gg → hΦ → γγ.
The vectorlike exotic fermions are chiral under new U(1)

′

gauge symmetry and their
masses are generated only by spontaneous gauge symmetry. Therefore their loop effects
would be protected from the decoupling theorem, like the top quark loop contributions
to h → gg, γγ, etc.. In our model, hΦ can decay into a pair of DM, as well as two scalar
bosons such as hh,Hh,AA, etc.. In particular the Hh final state can have O(10) GeV
decay width, making one of the dominant decay channels of hΦ.

If the diphoton excess at 750 GeV with large decay width ∼ 45 GeV is confirmed in the
next LHC run, our model predicts that there should be new vectorlike quarks and leptons
around ∼ O(1)TeV (or lighter for vectorlike leptons), whose collider signatures would be
similar to the squark/slepton searches within the R-parity conservation, namely dijet +
̸ET or dilepton + ̸ET . Also additional scalar bosons will be present too, and one of the
main decay channels of hΦ would be Hh final state. In our model the production cross
sections for exotic fermions will be larger than the sfermion productions because they are
spin-1/2 fermions. In addition, there will be a new leptophobic (baryonic) gauge boson
ZH whose mass could be still as low as a few GeV. DM will be either spin-1/2 fermion
or spin-0 scalar, and they will be baryonic in a sense that they have interactions with the
nuclei through ZH exchanges. DM phenomenology within this model in the context of
750 GeV diphoton excess will be presented elsewhere.
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Key Aspects of the Model
• Extra fermions are chiral under U(1)’, and vectorlike under 

the SM gauge group : this is the consequence of gauge 
anomaly cancellation (27 rep. of E6 group) 

• Their masses from U(1)’ breaking > nondecoupling  

• U(1)’-breaking scalar produces a new singlet-like scalar 
h_phi ~ 750 GeV scalar boson 

• Decay channels of 750 GeV are determined by gauge 
symmetry of the underlying Type-II 2HDM with U(1)’ 
Higgs gauge symmetry (hh, Hh, HH, Z’Z’,DM DM etc.)



Many possibilities for  
anomaly cancellation

• Better to have VL fermions with larger electric charges 
in order to enhance the signal cross section

TABLE I: Charge assignments in the type-II 2HDM with U(1)H . i denotes flavor.

chiral fermions SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Y U(1)H Z2

uR i 3 1 2/3 1 +

νR i 1 1 0 1 +

UL i 3 1 2/3 1 −

UR i 3 1 2/3 0 −

NL i 1 1 0 1 −

NR i 1 1 0 0 −

H1 1 2 1/2 1 +

Φ 1 1 0 1 +

X 1 1 0 1 −

is summarized in Table I. Φ is also introduced to realize the nonzero masses of the ex-

tra fermions. According to the charge assignment, the following Yukawa couplings, which

generate the mass terms via the nonzero VEV of Φ,

Vm = yijULiURjΦ + yN
ij NLiNRjΦ + h.c.. (13)

In addition, we can write down the mass terms,

mU
ijULiuRj + h.c., (14)

which cause the deviation of the SM prediction of Z coupling. This deviation is strongly

constrained by the electro-weak precision measurement and flavor physics, so that mU
ij should

be controlled. In Ref. [2], U(1)H charge assignment has been considered to forbid the mass

terms. In this paper, we simply assign additional Z2 symmetry to the extra fermions and

discuss the lagrangian without mU
ij.

On the other hand, without the mixing terms between the SM fermions and UL,Ri, the

extra quarks would be stable without further extensions. For example, let us add a SM-

singlet scalar, X, with Z2-odd charge. X can have the Yukawa couplings, λijXULiuRj, which

allow the extra quark to decay. Note that Φ can also decay into a pair of XX† after U(1)H

symmetry breaking from

L ⊃ λΦXΦ†ΦX†X.

6
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Scalar DM : X
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Invisible Decay of 750 GeV resonance

Then, write down all possible renormalizable terms



Preliminary Result
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FIG. 1: (Left): mf vs. the diphoton signal via the gluon-gluon fusion at
√

s =13 TeV. The total

decay widths is fixed at Γtot = 10 GeV. The yukawa coupling y is y = 1 (dotted), 3 (dashed), and

5 (thick).

We can avoid tree-level FCNC contributions if X does not get VEV, and X becomes a

cold dark matter (CDM) candidate. Note that λN
ij XNL iνR j is also possible couplings. If

the masses of Ni νR i are lighter than X, X decays to Ni and νR i and the Z2-odd neutral

fermion Ni could be a good dark matter candidate.

The scalar potential is given by

Vscalar = = m̃2
1H

†
1H1 + m̃2

2H
†
2H2 + λ1(H

†
1H1)

2 + λ2(H
†
2H2)

2

+λ3H
†
1H1H

†
2H2 + λ4H

†
1H2H

†
2H1 + VΦ,X , (15)

where

VΦ,X = m̃2
ΦΦ†Φ + λΦ(Φ†Φ)2 −

(
µΦH†

1H2Φ + h.c.
)

+ λ̃1H
†
1H1Φ

†Φ + λ̃2H
†
2H2Φ

†Φ

+m̃2
XX†X + λX

(
X†X

)2
+ λ1XH†

1H1X
†X + λ2XH†

2H2X
†X + λΦXH†

ΦHΦX†X.(16)

The stationary conditions are

m̃2
1 =

1√
2
µΦvΦ tan β − λ1v

2
H cos2 β −

1

2
(λ3 + λ4)v

2
H sin2 β −

1

2
λ̃1v

2
Φ, (17)

m̃2
2 =

1√
2
µΦvΦ cot β − λ2v

2
H sin2 β −

1

2
(λ3 + λ4)v

2
H cos2 β −

1

2
λ̃2v

2
Φ, (18)

m̃2
Φ =

µΦv2
H√

2vΦ

sin β cos β − λΦv2
Φ −

1

2
λ̃1v

2
H cos2 β −

1

2
λ̃2v

2
H sin2 β. (19)

The scalar fields are expaned around their vacuum expectation valeus

Hi =

⎛

⎝ φ+
i

1√
2
(vi + hi + iχi)

⎞

⎠ , Φ =
1√
2

(vΦ + hΦ + iχΦ) , X =
1√
2

(hX + iχX) , (20)
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Conclusion

• Type II 2HDM + U(1) Higgs gauge symmetry : 
leptophobic U(1)’ derived from E6, and many other 
possibilities 

• Can accommodate the 750 GeV diphoton excess at 
qualitative level.  Quantitatively in the future ? 

• A new playground for new gauge models (including 
DM, see next part)



Dark Higgs shines through 
750 GeV Dark Higgs Boson 

at the LHC

arXiv:1601.02490, with T. Nomura



Disclaimer

In this part, “Dark sector” means that it 
carries dark gauge charges.  

Does not mean that it is made of SM 
singlets.



Dark Sector Shining through 
750GeV Dark Higgs @ LHC

• Raison d’être of (fundamental?) singlet scalar and 
vector-like fermions ? Completely singlet particles ? 

• Can we generate phi(750) decay width ~ 45 GeV 
without any conflict with the known constraints ? 

• Yes, if phi(750) mainly decays into new particles  

• Here we consider phi(750) decay into dark photons, 
assuming phi(750) is a dark Higgs boson 

(arXiv:1601.02490 with Takaaki Nomura)



• Every fR in the SM has its dark partner, FL with the 
same SM quantum #’s and dark gauge charge 

• FL fR X : gauge invariant, due to a new complex scalar 
X which can make DM candidate, if <X>=0

2 models to explain the excess�

SM+Vector-like triplet quarks(VLTQ) + scalar singlet(S)�
SU(2)�

Model I�

SM+U(1)X + New fermions and scalars with U(1)X charge �

Model II�

v gg→S and S→γγ are induced by VLTQ loop 

v VLTQs are heavy as O(1) TeV : S does not decay into them 

v Two triplet give # of quark = 6 → enhance Sgg and Sγγ coupling  

v New fermions are VL under SM but chiral under U(1)X 

v Relevant couplings are related to new gauge coupling gX 

v 750 GeV scalar can decay into new massive gauge boson (Z’) 

v DM candidate is contained in a model  

1. Introduction�

( Chuan-Hung Chen, T. N. arXiv:1512.06028) 

(P.Ko, T.N. arXiv:1601.02490) 



Model : Local U(1)X model with exotic particles
Contents in dark sector�anomaly free�

New Lagrangian

LY = yEELERΦ+ yNNLNRΦ
* + yUULURΦ

* + yDDLDRΦ

+yEeELeRX + y
UuULuRX

* + yDdDLdRX + h.c.

V = µ 2 H 2
+λ H 4

+µΦ
2 Φ

2
+µX

2 X 2

+λΦ Φ
4
+λX X

4
+λHΦ H

2
Φ

2
+λHX H

2 X 2
+λXΦ X

2
Φ

2

X,N : DM candidate

(P.Ko, T.N. arXiv:1601.02490)

(3 generations of fermions)
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Giving mass for new fermions + gg fusion and γγ decay of Φ

X,N : DM candidate

Model II : local U(1)X model with exotic particles
(P.Ko, T.N. arXiv:1601.02490)

(3 generations of fermions)
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Decay of new fermions F
F → X fSM

Giving mass for new fermions + gg fusion and γγ decay of Φ

X,N : DM candidate

Model II : local U(1)X model with exotic particles
(P.Ko, T.N. arXiv:1601.02490)

(3 generations of fermions)



DM Stability/Longevity
• Accidental Z2 symmetry after U(1)X symmetry breaking 

• (FL, FR, X): Z2-odd, whereas the rest fields are Z2-even 

• Have to be careful about operators that break this Z2 
symmetry, making X decay at (non)renormalizable level  

•             : gauge invariant operator that has to be forbidden 

• a/(a+b)=n for gauge invariance : suitable choice of a, b can 
make a/(a+b) non-integer (absolutely stable), or make n 
very large (long-lived X). We choose a~b~1 for simplicity

X†�n



Gauge Symmetry breaking and Z’
v VEVs of scalar fields

H =
1
2
v, Φ =

1
2
vφ

v ≈ −µ 2

λ
, vφ ≈

−µΦ
2

λΦ
λHΦ <<1( )

v Masses of Z’ and new fermions

mZ '
2 ≈ (a+ b)2gX

2vφ
2, mF =

yF

2
vφ

yF = 2(a+ b)gXmF

mZ '

λΦ =
2mφ

2gX
2

m
Z '

2

v Z’ decays through small Z-Z’ mixing

U(1)X is broken by <Φ>

We assume H-Φ mixing is negligible

Massive Z’

Φ = (vφ +φ + iGX ) / 2



BRs of Z’
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Gluon fusion and diphoton decay of φ via new fermion loop

Decay widths 

gg → φ

Gluon fusion and decay modes of φ

Lφgg =
αs

8π
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Gluon fusion and diphoton decay of φ via new fermion loop

Decay widths 

gg → φ

Gluon fusion and decay modes of φ

Lφgg =
αs

8π
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.BRs and gluon fusion are function of gX and mZ’



yU,D ! 4 Π

Λ" ! 4 Π
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Cross section and widht of φ
σ (gg→φ)BR(φ→ γγ ) Γφ

v ~5 fb cross section with gX=0.3~0.5 and mZ’=120~360 GeV

v Decay width is relatively large: O(10~50) GeV

[fb]

[GeV]

(a~b~1)
{MU,D, ME,N,MX,λXΦ} = {800 GeV, 400 GeV, 350 GeV, 0.075} 



Discussion: Cross section of φ production

yU,D ! 4 Π

Λ" ! 4 Π

Kgg # 2.0
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l Large cross section of O(10) pb

l ~1/5 for 8 TeV case

l No direct constraints for 

pp→φ→Z’Z’→4fSM

l Z’ width is very narrow 

[pb]

Γ/M<10-6 due to small Z-Z’ mixing

(a~b~1)

13 TeV

{MU,D, ME,N,MX,λXΦ} = {800 GeV, 400 GeV, 350 GeV, 0.075} 



DM Relic Density mX ! 350 GeV
mN ! 400 GeV
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Annihilation process

N is subdominant in our analysis



Digress on muon (g-2)

• For mX = 350 GeV and mEi = 400 GeV, we can 
account for the deficit in the aµ = 8 × 10^{−10},  if 
y^Eiµ ∼ 2 − 3  

• However, in this case, the annihilation cross section 
for X is too large, and X cannot be the main 
component of the DM in the present universe 

• So we don’t pursue this possibility any further



Summary with this new DM model
• A new viable model for DM with rich dark sector 

• Interesting in its own, if 750 GeV excess disappears  

• Can accommodate a large width with decay into Z’Z’ 

• Rich collider phenomenology, since dark fermions are 
charged under the SM gauge charges 

• No strong constraints from DM (in)direct detection 
expt's 

• Indirect signatures and SU(2)L charged case under study



Closing Remarks
• Diphoton excess needs to be confirmed this/next year 

• If confirmed, this may be a signal of new gauge force and 
its Higgs boson, or new confining forces on new (s)quarks 

• The width of the resonance is a crucial information for 
particle physics model buildings 

• Could be a new Higgs boson related with new (chiral) 
gauge symmetry 

• Generically large Yukawa > Low scale Landau Pole



Closing Remarks
• Also need very small mixing between the 125 GeV Higgs 

boson  

• Not easy to have ~45 GeV width without conflict with 
the present constraints on other decay channels  

• The easiest way is to allow new decay channels which 
are less constrained  (dark photon pair, Hh, HA, etc..) : 
but will eventually be constrained by the near future 
LHC data 

• These problems might be mitigated in composite model


